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Introduction 

In this paper we present how evaluation of societal impact of research was introduced in 

national research evaluations in Norway within social sciences and the humanities through an 

adaptation of the REF 2014 impact case method. We focus on the practical aspects of this 

introduction, the processes of evaluation and the impact of the impact evaluation on the 

discourse on societal benefits of social sciences and humanities (SSH) research. Finally, we 

discuss the limitations of the impact case method and indicate some possible ways forward. 

 

The inclusion of societal impact 
The Research Council of Norway (RCN) has been performing nationwide research 

evaluations for over 20 years. The interval of these evaluations is approximately 10 years 

which means that nearly all academic subjects have now been evaluated twice. The aim of the 

subject-specific evaluations is to provide a critical review of the Norwegian research system 

in an international perspective, and to provide recommendations on measures to encourage 

increased quality and efficiency of research. The evaluations help to ensure that the RCN has 

the necessary information on which to base its strategic research funding and efforts vis-à-vis 

public bodies. The evaluations also serve as a tool for the institutions themselves in their 

ongoing efforts to refine their own strategic and scientific framework.i There is no direct link 

to funding. 

 

Traditionally, the national research evaluations have focused on the quality and efficiency of 

research activities at the national, institutional and group level. As a response to the political 

expectations of harvesting societal benefit from increased investments in research, the RCN 

decided to include societal impact as a dimension of the latest evaluations of the humanities 

(2017) and social sciences (2018). The large majority of researchers in Norway within the 

relevant disciplines were included in the two evaluations. 

 

The main method used to assess societal impact in the two evaluations was borrowed from the 

2014 Research Excellence Framework in the UK. The method was chosen for two main 

reasons: 1) It was well documented, tested and evaluatedii, and 2) the definition of impact 

used in the REF was judged to be sufficiently broad to include most of the expected societal 

benefits from SSH research:  

an effect on, change or benefit to the economy, society, culture, public policy or services, 

health, the environment or quality of life, beyond academiaiii 

In contrast to more traditional methods for measuring societal and economic benefit, like 

counting patents or spin-off companies, we saw the REF definition as more open to 

disciplinary differences and compatible with the multitude of pathways to impact documented 

in empirical studies.iv  
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Introducing Societal impact to the SSH institutions 

Choosing an existing method to assess societal impact made the task of introducing a new 

evaluation dimension to the national evaluation system in Norway more manageable. The 

main effort of the RCN then went into convincing the Norwegian higher education institutions 

that the REF impact case template could actually be used to document the societal benefits 

resulting from SSH research in a meaningful way. 

 

When planning the evaluation of humanities research in 2013, the international debate on the 

public value of the humanities was making its waves felt also in Norway. There was a strong 

resistance in academia against thinking of humanities research in terms if usefulness. At the 

same time, proclamations on the essential role of the humanities for the development of 

society were manifold. In other words, there was a discrepancy between the feeling of 

importance in academia and the ability to document how research results had been put into 

use and to point out the actual beneficiaries.  

 

The impact case method also received various types of criticism from the researcher 

community. The most common objections were that the cases only covered a small part of the 

societal relevance of an institution, they implied a linear relationship between research and 

impact, they were not reflecting the complexities of researcher – user relations and not 

covering the important impacts taking place within academia. 

 

With this in mind, the RCN invited representatives from institutions that took part of the 

evaluation to an impact-workshop. The aim of the workshop was to explore how the 

institutions could use the REF impact case template to describe the pathways from research to 

societal impact according to the REF definition. The participants were introduced to the REF 

case-model by professor Helen Small – a literary scholar and from Cambridge University – 

who had had a leading role in her faculty's impact case submissions to the REF.  

 

During the workshop, many participants took the opportunity to discuss how they could use 

the REF impact template to describe specific societal benefits from research at their 

institutions. In this way, the workshop produced a change in the discourse from an essentialist 

question of what impact is to a pragmatic question on how to document the societal benefits of 

research. This change in attitude was crucial for the success of the evaluation exercise. There 

is a fundamental difference between the effort of understanding and conceptualising a certain 

phenomenon like the societal benefit from research to the task of actually establishing a new 

practice of documenting societal impact. The debate on how to document and assess the 

societal benefits from research should thus not be limited to a discussion of the meaning of a 

certain concept or theory on the role of science in society. In order to inform policy, the 

debate should also take into account how political expectations for societal benefits from 

investments in research are implemented through evaluation exercises or regulatory regimes.  

An interesting example of this implementation perspective is given by Marta Natalia 

Wróblewska, who in a recent PhD-thesesv investigates the process of constructing the notion 

of impact in the British REF. Inspired by Michel Foucauld's theory of governmentality, 

Wróblewska argues that the resulting understanding and practices of societal impact "is a 

response to a set of struggles over issues related to selecting a new direction for the economic 

development (knowledge-based economy), re-shaping the role of universities in society (third 

mission, entrepreneurial university), as well as class issues and tensions between particular 

academic disciplines." According to Wróblewska, the rules which were introduced with the 

REF guidelines could be considered as empty and unfinalized before they were taken into use 

and translated into concrete practices at the research institutions and thus forming an impact 
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infrastructure consisting of professional roles, teaching frameworks and specified procedures 

and timeframes.  

 

The evaluation process 

The Research Council of Norway collected a total of 404 impact cases from the participating 

institutions and research groups for the evaluations of humanities and social sciences (170 

cases were submitted to humanities evaluation and 234 cases to social sciences evaluation). 

The submission of impact cases was optional and for that reason the number of impact case 

per researcher varied a lot among institutions with an average of one case per 13 researchers. 

 

For both evaluations the RCN carried out a brief descriptive analysis of the categories of 

impact that was reported in the impact cases. The purpose of these analysis were not to 

evaluate the cases, but to describe trends in the submitted material. The analysis showed that 

research leading up to the reported impact was commonly conducted in groups, that the 

geographical reach was national, and that the most common channel from research to impact 

was user oriented dissemination. For the social science cases, the most common beneficiary of 

the impact was political institutions, and the principal effect registered was political. The 

general public was the most common beneficiaries for the cases within humanities, and the 

principal effect registered was cultural.   

 

The RCN also did a mapping of the impact cases onto the thematic priorities within Horizon 

2020 societal challenges and those indicated by the Norwegian government's Long-term plan 

for research and higher education. The somewhat surprising result was that there was a greater 

match with the European priorities than with the Norwegian priorities. This was to a great 

extent due to the presence to the SSH-related theme "Europe in a changing world" in H2020. 

 

The evaluation of the impact cases was carried out by the same international peers who 

evaluated the quality of Norwegian research. The evaluation panels found several good and 

varied examples of societal impact among the submitted cases. In the Humanities evaluation 

the committee was "favourably impressed with the range and depth of societal impacts from 

the Humanities"vi, and in the evaluation of Social Sciences the evaluators found that the 

research had "considerable relevance to a large range of public and private societal actors and 

activities"vii. The evaluators highlighted 64 cases as examples of good practice. These were 

cases that documented concrete and significant proof of impact on society.  

 

Challenges 

Despite this, the evaluators experienced a number of difficulties when trying to assess societal 

impact in the two evaluations, and the evaluation task was described as "particularly 

challenging"viii in the evaluation of Social Sciences. The evaluators found that there was an 

uneven understanding of the meaning of impact among the participating institutions and 

research groups. A majority of the submitted impact cases merely described communication 

activities, rather than providing documentation of societal impact. For this reason the panels 

found it difficult to assess several of the submitted impact cases, and they recommended that 

the institutions developed a more strategic approach to impact, and also that the difference 

between impact and engagement was better defined for the institutions. In addition, the 

evaluators recognized that there were many methodological difficulties linked to the 

assessment of societal impact, and they saw a need for further development of the methods for 

assessing and evaluating societal impact, and also for more sophisticated tools for gathering 

and articulating evidence of impact. 
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The RCN has used impact case descriptions as the main source for evaluating societal impact 

also in other recent evaluations (including evaluations of research institutes and thematic 

evaluations). The reported difficulties have been the same in most of these evaluations. In 

many cases the distinction between societal impact and dissemination is not clear. We take 

this as an indication that researchers and institutions have not fully understood the 

expectations embedded in the REF impact case genre. The different interpretation of impact, 

and also the failure to document actual change, made it difficult for the experts to assess a 

number of cases. 

 

The RCN recognizes that in order to make robust assessments of the societal impact of 

research, there is a need to combine different methods. For that reason user-surveys and 

interviews were included in some of RCN's recent evaluations in order to add a users' 

perspective to the assessment of societal impact. It was however problematic to use the result 

of the surveys in most of the evaluations. The response rate was sometimes very low, and the 

internal response rate varied between the different sets of questions. As a result, the evaluators 

placed more emphasis on impact cases than on survey results when assessing the societal 

impact of an institution.  

 

The impact of the impact exercise 

Despite the many methodical challenges in impact evaluations, the RCN has received positive 

feedback from the institutions and researchers on the usefulness of the impact-exercise. 

Several of the impact cases produced for the evaluations have been used by the institutions 

and researchers themselves e.g. published on the institutions websites or included in the 

researcher's CV. We also see signs of a more systematic approach in the institutions in 

identifying and documenting the (potential) societal impact of research.  

 

The impact case method has also given valuable new knowledge in the variety of ways in 

which SSH research creates societal benefits. We have thus moved from a situation with a 

rather vague discourse on SSH-research as a general societal good to a collection of concrete 

evidence that could be used in a debate on how research funding should be attributed in order 

to obtain specific societal (or commercial) aims. As an example, the impact cases from the 

humanities were used in policy-advise to the government related to the white paper on the 

humanities that was launched during the evaluation.ix  It is however important to note that a 

collection of 404 impact cases cannot give a representative picture of the societal impact of 

SSH research in Norway. 

 

The way forward 
So where do we go from here? There is a rising demand from policy-makers and funders that 

potential societal benefit should be considered through the whole life cycle of the research 

process onto the application of results. In this perspective, the difficulties reported by the 

evaluation committees in assessing the actual impact of Norwegian SSH research is a cause of 

concern. Based on our experience with the recent evaluations in the RCN we would argue that 

there are two aspects that needs to be addressed in the time to come:  

- further development of the impact infrastructure at the institutions 

- further development of the methods for assessing and evaluating societal impact 

 

Further development of the impact infrastructure: 

The evaluation committees recommendation to the institutions to take a more strategic 

approach to impact documentation is in our view a result of an underdeveloped impact 
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infrastructure at the institutions. This is not only a problem for policy-makers and funders 

searching for a return on their investments in research. It is also a problem for the academic 

institutions themselves that are confronted with an expectation to document societal benefits 

from their research, but lacking the impact infrastructure that will help them to identify, 

document and learn from how research produced at their institutions in the past have led to 

positive (or negative) effects in society.  

 

Further development of the impact methodology 

The evaluation committees also calls for further development of the methods for assessing 

and evaluating societal impact, and for more sophisticated tools for gathering and articulating 

evidence of impact. As earlier noted, the RCN recognizes that in order to make robust 

assessments of the societal impact of research, there is a need to combine different methods. 

In addition to this it might also be useful to change focus. In a recent report by two Norwegian 

evaluation experts on the concept and practice of societal impactx, it is argued that the object 

of evaluation should shift from the research results and their dissemination towards the 

process of interaction between researchers and users. They also argue that the evaluation of 

impact needs to be related to the actual goals of the research performing institutions.  

 

The RCN is currently investigating the possibility of creating a national evaluation protocol in 

Norway that will allow the higher education institutions to take a larger responsibility for the 

evaluation of their own activities as it is done under the Dutch Standard Evaluation 

Protocol.xi Our hypothesis is that evaluation results will be more relevant for the strategic 

development of each institution if the evaluation criteria are aligned with their strategic goal. 

Giving the higher education institutions a greater responsibility for the evaluation of their own 

activities, will probably also tie the evaluation processes more closely to the research 

processes, creating loops of feedback from evaluation results to the managers of research 

projects, groups and departments.  

 

Conclusion 

One of the main lessons of the recent evaluations of SSH in Norway is how a pragmatic 

approach to assessing societal impact contributed to a change in the way that academics and 

institutional leaders talk about the societal benefits from research in Norway. Although better 

definitions and conceptualisations of evaluation criteria – such as societal impact – are always 

welcome, our experience is that the evaluation process in itself created a new understanding 

of the phenomenon to be evaluated.  

 

Recommendations provided by evaluation experts based on the recent evaluations in Norway 

and cases of international best practice, could indicate that future evaluation exercises in 

Norway – including societal impact – should be more closely linked to the purposes and 

strategic goals of the research organisations in order to allow these organisations to 

experiment with different kinds of evaluations methods and processes that are more in tune 

with the actual research processes and the multitude of ways that researchers interact with 

partners outside of academia.  

 

So far, the national research evaluations in Norway have served an important function in the 

implementation of national policies for research and higher education. The impact of the latest 

evaluations in SSH – changing the way that societal impact of SSH research is conceived and 
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discussed – is an example of this transformative role. In the choice of future model for 

research assessment in Norway, there is thus a balance to be struck between the need for a 

better adaptation of evaluation criteria to the strategic goals of each institution and the use of 

research evaluations as a policy instrument at the national level. It remains to be seen if it will 

be possible to move the evaluation processes and stewardship closer to the research 

institutions, while assuring at the same time that such institutional evaluations respond to 

national policy needs.  

i https://www.forskningsradet.no/en/Subjectspecific_evaluations/1233557971734  
ii Catriona Manville et al. (2015) 
iii https://www.ref.ac.uk/2014/about/guidance/ 
iv Taran Thune et al. (2014)  
v Wróblewska, M. N. (2018)  
vi The Research Council of Norway (2017) 
vii The Research Council of Norway (2018) 
viii The Research Council of Norway (2018) 
ix Ministry of Education and Research (2017). 
x Magnus Guldbrandsen and Gunnar Sivertsen (2018) 
xi VSNU, KNAW and NOW (2014) 
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